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should you buy a firearm the pros cons of gun ownership - good article one small quibble is about training i love training
i train at least a couple times a year for about 2 3 days at a time and shoot at the rage a couple times a month, ask jeff
gunblast com - got a reloading problem looking for a particular type of gun and need advice need to know the proper way
to skin out a deer got nothing to do for a few minutes you ve come to the right place just click the link below and ask your
question keep your questions as brief and clean as possible, boston s gun bible revised with 2008 d c v heller - boston s
gun bible is the most comprehensive book on guns that i have ever seen there are chapters on gun safety gun laws tactics
and training and on what to do after you have used a gun against an assailant, best gun safes choosing the safest and
most affordable - gun safes are more in demand thanks to the many gun sales over over the years we reviewed top safes
in all shapes sizes weights and types, genitron the handgun informaton resource - welcome to genitron com this is an
information only website presented as a public service for the purpose of providing historic information technical data and
market pricing on as many handguns as we can find on the market today, https www amazon com activity pedometer
resistant 0 96oled touchscreen dp b079frtbnj - , keeping a gun on the nightstand concealed carry inc - as you can
see from the video and the below chart different types of safes make a significant difference slowing down the response
time by 1 51 seconds is not very significant while slowing down the response time by 3 23 seconds is more than double the
concern, opinion how to reduce shootings the new york times - the first step is to understand the scale of the challenge
america faces the u s has more than 300 million guns roughly one for every citizen and stands out as well for its gun death,
click this link to give us your feedback table of contents - i read your article on the keltec p32 and i d like to toss out
some points i always throw at naysayers in regard to this tiny gun and 32 caliber as a defense round, it is happening here
permanent gun confiscation ordered - a navy and 30 year police force veteran is suing after legally registered firearms
were confiscated as a result of seeking voluntary treatment for insomnia, with knife murders spiking after gun ban uk
urges save a - don t try to think this one through the logic fail and sheer volume of absurdity might just make you sick if you
do for the uk whose laws and policies all too often influence those of the u s gun control isn t enough, barack obama s
greatly overrated intellect a k dart - barack obama s greatly overrated intellect president obama s problem is not just
inexperience or the fact that he d rather play golf or basketball than sit in his office and make difficult decisions there is a lot
of evidence presented below that he s just not terribly bright, 3 things you need to know to survive an emp event - the
military uses special paint and wiring to prevent this in devices this stuff is very expensive and hard to get they used to test
in the desert to check to see, firearms in glacier national park - tweet am i allowed to open carry a pistol in the park
answer yes you are now allowed to carry guns in our national parks sigh that said don t expect a pistol to save your life if a
grizzly bear is charging
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